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Zaijian Han Yu! My Experience
In the Heart of the Next Superpower
By Frank F. Pena
As a BCC student, it was a pleasure for
me to be informed this past fall of my ac-
ceptance into the College of Staten Island/
CUNY January Winter Intersession 2006
Study Abroad Program in Shanghai, Chi-
na and, also, of my selection to receive a
Study/Travel Opportunities for CUNY Stu-
dents (STOCS) scholarship in the amount
of $1,500 Dollars. Shanghai University
(SU), which is Shanghai's largest munici-
pal university, hosted this program. This
four-week program started on December
26 and ended on January 25 of this year,
and it provided 35 business students from
different CUNY colleges with the chance
to study introductory courses like Busi-
ness in Contemporary China while taking
a beginning course in Mandarin Chinese
Language.
Since one of the courses offered in this
program is about international business in
East Asia, I strongly believe that any busi-
ness student could greatly benefit from this
study travel program to China. The pro-
gram represents a great opportunity both
academically and professionally due to the
fact that students are given the chance to
explore and learn about international busi-
ness, finance, manufacturing, and banking
in a foreign country. Besides, I personally
think that the choice of Shanghai as the
program's center is a perfect one. China
is regarded by economists as the world's
next economic superpower and, Shanghai,
specifically, is China's most modern com-
mercial center.
Moreover, this program provided me
with the chance to explore Chinese histo-
ry, philosophy, and culture. The history of
China is both fascinating and complex. Its
culture has been described as both peace-
ful and warlike. China was created by con-
quest and has essentially been ruled by a
series of non-elected dynasties and dicta-
tors. However, China has also experienced
periods of peace and active trade with its
neighbors. There have also been extensive
periods where China isolated itself from
outside influence and became a closed so-
ciety. As one might expect of a country as
large as China, with a population of 1.28
Frank Pena wears a traditional Chinese Emperor costume on a visit to the
Great Wall of China.
billion, it is a place of many contrasts. The
country's long history and expansive ge-
ography have produced a diverse popula-
tion and an inspiring sweep of historical
and cultural sights, while China's dynamic
present provides a vibrant study for inter-
national students. China's prestigious his-
tory begins over 4,000 years ago as one of
the four great ancient civilizations. The Xia
dynasty, the first of many, was followed by
many others, which alternated between
uniting and dividing China in times of
peace and war until Mao Zedong founded
the People's Republic of China on Octo-
ber 1, 1949. Under Deng Xiaoping, China
opened up to the west in the early 1980's
and that opening has dramatically acceler-
ated in recent years. Today, China is expe-
riencing strong economic expansion and is
the fastest growing economy in the world.
Because of these reasons, it was very in-
teresting to see how business in China has
been influenced by these factors and how
the current dynamic socioeconomic change
and rapid business development are shap-
ing modern China. This was particularly
interesting to me because its political sys-
tem remains communist.
When I heard back in December that I
was going to be going abroad, I experienced
a tremendous amount of elation. My expec-
Continued on page 4
BCC Students: Register Now
to "Run for Fun, Fitness & Health
Page 12
Mary Rogan crosses the finish line.
Up for a challenge? BCC's 10K race
(6.2 miles) will take place on Saturday,
May 6th, at 10 a.m., rain or shine. There
will also be a 2 Mile Fitness Walk if you
prefer. Participants in both should check-
in on Saturday morning from 7 - 9:30 a.m.
at Bronx Community College. Free park-
ing on the BCC campus and free baggage
check-in are available.
There will be a BCC student overall
first place male & female prize and a BCC
Alumni Winner. 1st, 2nd and 3rd place
trophies will be awarded to placeholders
in several age categories from teens to se-
niors.
Tee shirts and medallions will be given
to the first 200 entrants who register. There
will be participation certificates for all en-
trants. Come with the family; there will be
supervised games and prizes for children.
Raffle prizes and a barbecue will take place
after the race. Shower and restroom facili-
ties will be available in the Alumni Gym.
BCC students with ID pay a discounted
$7 in advance. The cost is $12 for other en-
trants. Special rates of $5 are offered for
elementary, intermediate, and high school
students. Call the 10K Hot Line at (718)
289-5989 to have an entry form sent to
you. You can also download a registration
from the Bronx Community College web-
site: www.bcc.cuny.edu/10krace. A new
way to register this year'is to click on to
www.active.com. For this site, you will
need to enter the type of event (e.g. run-
ning) and the local zip code 10453. You
will then be able to pay the entry fee on
line using a credit card.
"Ever since I joined BCC, I always
wanted to run the 10K race, but, for some
reason or another, was never able to find
Continued on page 7
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It's a Big World
Hello from Amsterdam! I just flew inabout an hour ago and other than beinga little stiff I'm doing great. I hope that
all of you are feeling good, getting geared up for
spring and adjusting well to the time change.
As I was traveling today, looking through the
travel magazine from the pocket of the seat on the
plane, I began to think about how big the world
really is and how little of it most of us are able to
see. I absolutely feel blessed to be able to see as
much of it as I have and I applaud all of you that
have taken advantage of opportunities to travel,
be it through CUNY study abroad programs or
other means.
One of the things that Amsterdam is known
for is its wonderful array of museums and other
cultural centers. New York City is also famous
for all of its cultural outlets and being in New
York, you have the means to learn about the
world without ever leaving the city. Now that the
weather is warming up, it would be a great time
to explore some of these places and gather some
different perspectives on the world.
Some of my favorite places to explore are
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, where you can
investigate cultures from various points in time
throughout the world from ancient to modern;
the New York Historical Society where there
are changing exhibits on various aspects of New
York's History - the Slavery in New York exhibit
that just ended was fabulous, I hope some of you
were able to catch it; El Museo del Barrio, which
explores the history of Puerto Ricans and other
Lafinos in !<TewYo'rk: and the Whitney museum
which displays creations from artists around the
world - creations that often speak to their strug-
gles and give insight to the various parts of the
world.
These are just a few of the offerings - there
Easter with Uganda's Director of Defense Reform
are over 100 museums in New York, not to men-
tion the other shows, lectures and events that
take place on a regular basis. Hop online and do
a search, you'll be surprised by the number of
options for cultural exchange and international
exploration. A great place to start is the CUNY
portal (www.cuny.edu) - there's a listing there
of all the events going on throughout the various
campuses - many of them free or very low cost.
Also, for the parents, the Children's Museum in
Manhattan is a great place to start the kids off on
their journeys as investigators of the world.
This month - get out, enjoy the weather and
explore the world without leaving the city. Ex-
pand your mind and broaden your horizons. I
guarantee, once you get started and find out how






Speak Out and Take Action
By Busola Obayomi
Senator, Student Government Association
We work very hard at school, struggling tobe the best and hopefully become very suc-cessful in life. People see education as the
primary breakthrough in life but ignore other areas
that are very important. Our society needs people
who are ready to serve others and build strong foun-
dations that will stand as a legacy. This has become
more of a social barricade rather than a social amend-
ment.
A family can not stand without the full cooperation
of the parents, just like a country can not stand with-
out the alliance of the government. A country needs
strong and firm government with representatives that
have great desires for a change. People have to be the
stigma for this change. We need to have desires for a
change and a better life. That is why it is important
to know our elected representatives and know where
they stand about certain issues.
We have to speak out to let our voice be heard.
There are certain issues regarding the condition of
our environment or our society that we complain
about but we do not do anything about it. Let's speak
out and say what we want and what we need. If we
do not speak out about these issues, our elected repre-
sentatives will make no attempt to do anything about
it and the situations will only get worse.
The Bronx is one of the most improved counties in
America over the years but more can still be done. The
increasing rate of homelessness, contamination of water
by unhealthy chemicals, police brutality, discrimination
at work, endangerment of public assistance, child abuse,
schools been under funded and so on, are some of the
problems that confront people in the Bronx but only few
of these problems are been highlighted by government
policies. Our representatives pay little attention to all
these issues because the people they represent are re-
luctant to speak to them regarding these matters. If we
pay our taxes, perform our legal duties and exercise our
rights as good citizens, then we should not be deprived
of a better life. Most students will agree with all I have
said but only little of these issues are being discussed by
our representatives. That is why it is very important for
us to speak out and let our voice be heard so that actions
can be taken on these issues.
It is also very important for every one of us to vote.
Voting is an essential act of exercising our demo-
cratic right and also deciding those who should be in
office. "Why should the legislatives care about col-
lege students if they do not speak out or even bother
to vote," says Assemblyman RubenrDiaz. "Voting is
very important and it determines the present political
and economical state of the country."
Talking to our elected officials regarding situations
that concern us and our community is very important
and it can be our own little way of contributing to
our community. I also believe the fact that dream-
ing without action is illusion. We all have desires to
contribute to our society or make a major impact but
it can not be possible if we do not take actions.
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The time is near for the re-elec-
tion of Student Government at
Bronx Community College. My
name is Shaquema Petrie also
known as Charisse; 1 am pres-
ently the Executive Secretary of
Student Government as well as an
Ambassador. In serving my term
1 found student government to
be very informative and knowl-
edgeable. It helped open up my
eyes to issues that take place on
campus; and how we as students
don't know our rights. 1 realize
that if we as students don't unite
and let our voices be heard our is-
sues and concerns will not be put
into perceptive. I thought at first
that Bronx Community College
didn't have programs with op-
portunity and elevation. More-
over, I thought that there was no
one to represent the voices of the
students. Until last year around
this time, 1 saw a table set up in
Roscoe Brown Student Center
that said. Student Government
Association Candidacy Applica-
tion. I started to walk pass the
table as 1 usually would have if
there was a table setup in RJBSC
lobby. However, Kirk Daley,
(former Director of Student Life)
stopped me, to enlighten me with
information, of the obligation.
Left to Right: Rolando Gonzalez, Prof. Lisa Amowitz, Rebecca Zank. Deivid Valdez & WendJy Pons
LEHMAN COLLEGE March 20, 2006 ..... - Lehman College art gallery is pleased to
present Bronx Bound, an exhibition featuring twenty-seven nesv MTA publie art projects
planned for train stations along the 2, 4, and 5 lines in the Bronx. These permanent, site-specifie
projects are being commissioned by the MTA's Art for Transit as part of their Capital Program
to rehabilitate stations within the transit network. Artists are selected by a panel of arts profes-
sionals and community representatives organized by the Arts for Transit program through a
competitive process. Our professor Lisa Amowitz, Deputy Chairperson of the Department of
Art and Music, have been selected as the designer for Simpson Street station of the 2 & 5 lines.
Professor Amowitz, recently won a "Bronx Recognizes its Own" award from the Bronx Coun-
cil on the Arts and another award from the City University of New York for designing a website
in honor of the 9/1 1 tragedy.
The exhibition Bronx Bound includes drawings, studies, installation photographs, and related
materials. 7'his exhibition , organized by Susan I loeltzel, has been made possible with grants
from the National Endowment for the Arts, The New York City Department of Cultural Affairs.
and the JPM organ Chase Foundation.
Works in this exhibition will be included as part of the gallery's web site. Public Art in the
Bronx, that features over one hundred public projects, Bronx walking tours, lesson plans for
teachers, neighborhood histories, maps, artist biographies, web resources, and bibligraphies.
The web site can be seen at : www.lehman.edu/nublicart
requirements, and benefits of the
Student Government Association.
I found it interesting and 1 wanted
to learn more about how I could
help my fellow students. 1 ran for
Student Government and I was
elected as, an official represen-
tative for the students. I never
thought in a million years that
1 would be the Executive Sec-
retary of Student Government;
my mother always told me that,
"You never know where the road
is going to lead you. so some-
times just go with the flow." It's
an abundance of hard work but 1
will do it all over again. 1 encour-
age students to look into Student
Government, because you can
make a difference; everything you
may want to accomplish in your
term may not come to pass but you
will definitely be paving the way
for the upcoming elected officials.
This is a road that will leave them
with the resources to expedite the
necessary changes to better the life
of the students on campus. The
world was not built over night, and
changes come over time... so we
need some strong people to keep
the momentum going. 1 know that
you guys are out there, so come
out of hiding because we need
you! We have to press on to make
a change on Bronx Community
College Campus. Let your voice
be heard. Always remember as
Nelson Mandela once said. "We
are powerful beyond measures."






The University Student Senate (USS) is the official governance orga-
nization charged with representing the interest of students of the City-
University of New York (CUNY)
.USS has a Steering Committee consisting of a Chairperson and nine
Vice-Chairs. The Vice Chairs are responsible for the following
areas: Legislative Affairs. Fiscal Affairs. Graduate Student Affairs,
Senior College Affairs. Community College Affairs, Disabled
Student Affairs. Evening/Part-time Student Affairs, and the Technol-
ogy Fee. Each steering committee member is electedat the annual
election meeting held in October.ln addition to his/her commitment
and responsibilities to USS, the Chairperson serves as a voting mem-
ber of the CUNY Board of Trustees and the Higher Education
Services Corporation.USS representatives are elected directly by
the student population at their respective campuses or from among
the elected members of their respective student governments.Most
Undergraduate campuses are entitled to two delegates. Graduate &
specialized programs are represented by one delegate. Bronx Com-
munity College is represented by Wendly Pons the president of the
Student Government Association (SGA) and Deivid Valdez, the legal
legislator of the SGA. Leonardo de la Cruz and Shaquema Petrie,
both senators of the SGA. serve as alternate to Wendly Pons and
Deivid Valdez.
USS has a time-honored commitment advocating for access and aca-
demic excellence at CUNY. Additionally. USS lobbies for adequate
city, state, and University support for essential services for all CUNY
students.
For additional information about the USS Please contact us at:
10.1 West 31st Street, Suite 1245 New York, N.Y. 10001
Tel: (646)344-7280 Fax:(646)344-7289
www.uss.cunv.edu






On behalf of Student Govern-
ment I am proud to announce
the great work of a very talented
art teacher: Prof. Lisa Amowitz.
She is part of the art exhibi t ion
featuring twenty seven new MTA
public art projects planned to be
displayed in the t ra in stations of
the 2, 4 and 5 lines in the Bronx.
The MTA arts for transit works
closely with architects and en-
gineers at the MTA metro-north
railroad. Long Island Rail Road
and MTA New York City transit
to analyze the art work that wil l
be incorporated to each station
that's scheduled for renovations.
Prof. Amowitz's work is based on
her personal reaction to how New
York City has struggled to regain
its spirits after the September
11 attack. It also represents the
constant growth of the Bronx and
how it is ("blooming with spirit
in many unexpected places as
well as the vibrant spirit of the in-
dividual..." -Lisa Amowitz) Lisa
has been more than just a teacher
to our students but a role model.
She had encouraged her students
to strive for the best in every
single way. She has brightened
students" day and washed away
their insecurities and worries
with her miraculous smile and
upbeat character. So keep your
eyes open; soon her work will
be permanently displayed in the
Simpson Street station. Let her be
your guide to success and let her
art fill your hearts with "blissful"
happiness of knowing that you
are in the right path to success
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Study in China Offers A Great Opportunity
Continued from page 1
tations for the visit were high and the pre-
departure proceedings were overwhelming
and blissful in attention and activity. This
excitement continued and increased after
I arrived in China on December 27, 2005
after an 18-hour travel time from New York
City. Approximately, 30 students, includ-
ing, me arrived on the designated flight
at Shanghai's Pu Dong Airport. Shanghai
which literally means "on the sea" is on of
the world's largest seaports and a major in-
dustrial and commercial center in China.
It is located on the coast of the East Chi-
na Sea. Shanghai is China's economic and
financial center and most populous urban
area with more than 16 million inhabitants.
Mr. Xia Yongbin, program coordinator at
SU, met us at the airport and accompa-
nied us to the Shanghai University (SU)
Yanchang Campus in the Zhabei District
in northwest Shanghai. Mr. Xia Yongbin
is the key individual who handles all the
details of the program including field trips,
housing, and other daily matters. Yanchang
is one of the three main SU campuses and
is the closest to downtown Shanghai.
Shanghai University is one of the major
universities under the municipal govern-
ment and one of the 100 key institutions of
higher learning that receives special fund-
ing from the central government to develop
the country's top institutions into world
class universities for the 21st century. In
addition, it is one of the first universities
granted the permission by the Chinese
Ministry of Education to enroll overseas
students. SU is a comprehensive university
with 20 colleges and schools that offers 55
undergraduate programs and more than 90
graduate programs. Faculty members from
the S\3 College of International Exchange
taught both the Business and the Chinese
language courses.
After we got to the campus, students
were assigned rooms in the foreign student
dormitory. I stayed in room 118. All rooms
are single and equipped with a single bed,
cable TV (mostly Chinese language chan-
nels except for BBC), private bath with hot
water, air-conditioning/heater, cable Inter-
The tall buildings of Shanghai are shrouded in smog.
net Access, telephone, and desk and lamp
for studying. The following day, we had an
orientation meeting with Chinese students
from SU. This meeting gave us the chance
to get to know each other and to share in-
formation. SU students served as "cultural
interpreters" and helped me to learn about
student life in China.
However, I had to take the initiative in
order to get to know my Chinese counter-
parts. It was really easy to make friends
but I had to make a special effort to corn-
Outside Bao Steel Company.
municate and understand each other across
the cultural and linguistic boundaries. The
Chinese nod politely or bow slightly when
greeting. A handshake is also acceptable,
especially in formal situations or to show
respect. Further, the Chinese are noted for
hospitality and reserve. Confucianism, the
ancient philosophy of social order, influ-
ences attitudes and encourages a group's
consciousness. The attitudes of people in
large cities, such as Shanghai, tend to be
more cosmopolitan than those in the tra-
ditional rural areas. Young people like to
go to parks, dances, or parties at friends'
houses. Karaoke or KTV, as they call it, is
now very popular in China. Many hotels
and clubs have this type of singing enter-
tainment.
As you can imagine at this point on
the trip, I was so jet lagged. Shanghai is
13 hours ahead of New York time (or 12
hours during daytime savings time). For
example, 2:00 am in New York is 3:00 pm
the same day in Shanghai. I can recall feel-
ing drowsy in the afternoons during the
first week of class because it was morning
time back in New York. It took me plenty
of sleep and rest to kind of adjust to the
new time. Nonetheless, I was anxious to go
out and discover Shanghai.
. After welcoming the year 2006 in
Shanghai's Times Square, SU prepared
a city sightseeing trip for all students on
Monday, January 2. The city offers a num-
ber of historic and scenic places of interest
including the Shanghai Museum, the Jade
Buddha Temple, Pudong, the Bund, and
People's Square.
Our first stop was at the Jade Buddha
Temple, which is the most famous temple
in Shanghai. It was built in 1882, and it con-
sists of three main buildings. The temple
is well-known for its sitting Jade Buddha,
which is 1.9 meters high and carved out of
a single piece of solid white jade. Several
halls in the temple exhibit some valuable
Buddhists relics from different dynasties,
such as stone carvings, wood figures, and
bronze statutes. Shanghai Museum, a mu-
seum of Chinese art, possesses a collec-
tion of 120,000 precious works of art of
21 categories. Its rich and high-quality col-
lection of ancient Chinese bronze, ceram-
ics, painting, and calligraphy is celebrated
worldwide. After visiting the temple and
the museum, we went to Shanghai's Jin
Mao Tower. This skyscraper is the fourth
tallest building in the world and the highest
in China. It has 88 floors above the ground
and 3 floors underground with a total
height of 420.5 m. From Jin Mao Building
observation deck on the 88th floor, one is
able to view all the scenery of metropolitan
Shanghai. The last stop was at Huangpu
River Cruise for a boat ride along Shang-
hai's Huangpu River.
While on the boat, one can enjoy the
beautiful sights on both sides of the river.
The Bund is the starting point. The Bund
is located on the west side of the river with
a length of 4 kilometers. This boulevard is
the best venue for appreciating the views
alongside the river. Nearly 52 buildings
with sundry styles stand on the Bund,
which are named as "an architecture expo-
sition of the world."
On the east side of the river, there is
the Lujiazui Financial & Trade Zone in
Pudong, a county of Shanghai. The Orien-
tal Pearl Tower is the symbol of Shanghai.
The architectural modeling of the tower
is unique, consisting of 11 spheres differ-
ent in size and arranged at different levels.
Other important places in Pudong are the
Shanghai International Convention Center,
Jin Mao Building, the Shanghai Stock Ex-
change, and other financial buildings.
Once this exciting trip was over, we re-
turned to SU to rest and get ready to start
our classes on the following day. The Chi-
nese Language class was the first one, and
it began at 8:00 am and concluded at 11:30
m. This course is designed for students who
are beginners in Chinese, like me. There is
an option for students who have begun to
study Mandarin Chinese or who have some
ability, which is the Intensive Intermediate
Chinese Language Course.
Some CUNY students took this class
because they both are Chinese-Americans
and have some grasp of the language, or
they had already begun to study Chinese
at their home college. However, since I
did not even know how to say "hello" in
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for Personal and Academic Growth (and fun)
Chinese before I chose to participate in this
program, I took the Intensive Beginning
Survival Chinese Language Class.
This course is designed for students who
are beginners in Chinese. It acquaints stu-
dents with basic phonetics, a minimum vo-
cabulary of about 300 words for everyday
conversation, and elementary knowledge
of Chinese grammar, with an emphasis on
practical survival Chinese language skills.
The course stresses listening and speaking
practice while providing an overall ground-
ing in elementary Chinese, including read-
ing and writing. Because of the shortness
of the program, students could not practice
Chinese character writing due to the com-
plexity of Chinese calligraphy. In brief, this
course aims to lay a preliminary founda-
tion for the student to make further studies
of the Chinese language.
Once the Chinese language class was
over, there was a recess from 11:30 to 1:30
and, after this recess, the Business class
would follow. This course is taught in Eng-
lish and provides an overview of business
in contemporary China. It addresses topics
such as economic reform, joint venture,
and wholly owned foreign investment law
and practices in China.
Also, an overview of Shanghai as Chi-
na's financial, banking, manufacturing, and
commercial center and international trade
and the WTO is discussed. This introduc-
tory course puts the current dynamic socio-
economic change and rapid business devel-
opment in China in context by providing
vital background information on Chinese
culture, society, history, banking and finan-
cial system, as well as Chinese food and
tourism.
In America, we are used to takeout Chi-
nese food such as fried rice, or fried chicken
wings or sweet and sour whatever, and so
on. This is a small sample of Chinese food
and usually quite westernized. Chinese
food is very diversified and sophisticated.
Most Chinese dishes are cooked with meat
and vegetables together. In China, there is
an enormous variety of food that differs
greatly from region to region. The Chinese
people enjoy eating good food at all levels
of society, so cooking has developed into a
very sophisticated art.
It took courage to try the authentic Chi-
nese food. Although every American fast
food restaurant chain is present in Shang-
hai, I wanted to eat what ordinary Chinese
people eat. As a result, I ate a lot of dishes
that I had never tried before. Some of the
most "exotic" foods served are pig's knuck-
les, chicken feet, squid skin, boiled crow,
snake, dog, and eel. Theses dishes are con-
sidered delicacies and are often served at
banquets, parties, or expensive restaurants.
Ordinary, everyday food is inexpensive and
delicious.
My favorite Chinese snacks are steam
buns (bao zi), dumplings (jia zi), scallion
pancakes, and dumplings with meat or
veggies inside (xia long bao). However,
the Chinese dish that I enjoyed the most
was Beijing Duck (Beijing kao ya). Dur-
ing my stay at SU, I was told by several lo-
cal students that the best Beijing Duck was
served in Beijing. Also, prior to my arrival
in Shanghai, I was thinking about visiting
Beijing, which is China's capital, as well.
Because of this, I, accompanied by
other CUNY students, decided to go and
visit several places in Beijing such as the
Great Wall, the Ming Dynasty Tombs,
Tian'anmen Square, and the Forbidden
City. This trip was not part of the program.
SU gives students the chance to go on trips
on their own during weekends. While in
Beijing, I had Beijing Duck. Beijing Duck
is composed of oven roasted duck with a
crispy brown skin. Thin slices of the skin
are cut off and put onto a plate where it
is wrapped with a fresh flour tortilla with
plum sauce, cucumber, and green onion. In
general, chicken, pork, beef, and seafood
dishes are very tasty. All Chinese meals are
served with green tea, which is the drink of
choice in China. One has to keep an open
mind and be adventurous when dining in
China.
Shanghai University offers different
business-related field trips and overnight
field trips. As part of the program, students
visited a Chinese enterprise called SME
Clothing Company and to SOE Bao Steel
Company.
These trips are meant to reinforce what
is learned in the classroom. Further, we
took a trip to two different Chinese prov-
inces called Suzhuo and Hangzhuo. These
provinces are located on the southeast
coast of China and about 4 hours from
Shanghai. Suhzou lies in a region of rivers,
lakes, and canals. With a story of over 2000
years, classical gardens in Suzhou combine
artistic and natural beauty. For instance,
The Humble Administrator's Garden dem-
onstrates great achievement in architecture
and landscape gardening.
Around 1513, during the Ming Dynasty,
the imperial inspector Wang Xianchen, re-
turned to Suzhou after retiring from public
life and built this garden. The name Hum-
ble Administrator's Garden was inspired by
the essay "To cultivate my garden and sell
my vegetable crop is the policy of humble
man."
This garden consists of a central pond
with pavilions, terraces, chambers, and
towers located nearby. Hangzuo is cel-
ebrated all over China for its beautiful
scenery. The West Lake is undoubtedly the
most famous feature of Hangzhou, noted
for the scenic beauty that blends naturally
with many famous historical and cultural
sites. Surrounded by hilly peaks on three
sides, shaped peaks, serene forests and
springs, this water wonderland and its en-
virons have all the elements of a traditional
Chinese garden but on a grand scale.
After we returned to Shanghai, on Tues-
day, January 24, SU faculty organized the
Completion Ceremony. All CUNY students
received certificates stating their participa-
tion in the program of Chinese Language
and Business in Contemporary China in
the College of International Exchange at
Shanghai University. This ceremony rep-
resented the completion of the program at
Shanghai University.
The next day, we left for New York City
at 10:00 am. As I traveled back home, I
thought about all the new knowledge and
experiences that I acquired, the many ex-
citing places that I visited, and, most im-
portantly, the new friends that I made. For
all these reasons, my visit to China is defi-
nitely one of my happiest memories that I
will always remember because it opened
my eyes and broadened my mind in re-
gards to another culture, people, and their
lifestyle.
In short, students will find in China a
fascinating study of a great historical cul-
ture being transformed into a booming
modern economy while retaining Com-
munist government leadership. All of that
is set against an environment of stunning
landscapes, vibrant cities, and cultural mo-
ments that would provide enough stimula-
tion and excitement to last a lifetime.
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THE
TRANSFER CENTER
ROSCOE BROWN STUDENT CENTER ROOM 302 • (718) 289-5933 • HTTP://WWW,BCC.CUNY.EDU/TRANSFERCOUNSELING/
T R A N S F E R C E N T E R P O D C A S T S
THE TRANSFER CENTER is NOW OFFERING PODCASTS THAT CAN PLAY ON
YOUR IPOD , MP3 PLAYER, AND COMPUTER FEATURING INFORMATION ON
. ARTICULATION AGREEMENTS
. TRANSFER CENTER WORKSHOPS
. DEGREES AND PROGRAMS
. OTHER OPPORTUNITIES
VISIT THE TRANSFER CENTER WEB SITE AT
http://www.bcc.cuny.edu/TransferCounseIing/




WHAT IS A PODCAST?
A PODCAST IS LIKE A RADIO SHOW THAT YOU CAN LISTEN TO ON YOUR iPOD, MP3 PLAYER, OR
YOUR COMPUTER ANYTIME YOU WANT. IF YOU'VE NEVER LISTENED TO PODCASTS, YOU'RE IN
I FOR A TREAT, A WIDE-RANGE OF TOPICS ARE AVAILABLE — YOU NAME IT AND YOU'LL LIKELY.
j FIND PODCASTS ABOUT IT, NOT ONLY DO YOU HAVE INCREDIBLE CHOICE, YOU CAN LISTEN
WHENEVER AND WHEREVER YOU WANT. NOW, THROUGH PODCASTING, THE TRANSFER CEN-
TER IS AVAILABLE TO YOU 24 HOURS A DAY PROVIDING A RANGE OF INFORMATION. TAKE AD-
VANTAGE OF THIS FANTASTIC SERVICE TODAY!
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. AND THE JOB MARKET.
GET ONE-ON-ONE ATTENTION AND EARN A
HIGHLY-REGARDED BACHELOR'S DEGREE
WHEN YOU GO TO DEVRY.
Earn a Bachelor's Degree fueled by the DEVRY ADVANTAGE. Our classes
. are small, so you won't get lost or left behind.
YOU can gain REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE through INTERACTIVE CLASSES.
' Pius. DeVry is ACCREDITED LIKE THE TOP STATE UNIVERSITIES.
so your degree will be recognized by the people doing the hiring.
DeVry also offers SCHOLARSHIPS specifically for community college graduates
and accepts TRANSFER CREDlf
.
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So what are you waiting for?
GET WHAT YOU NEED TO SUCCEED. AT DEVRY.
© 2006 DeVty University.' Accredited by The Higher Learning Commission and a member of the North Central Association (NCA),
30 N.̂ aSalle Street, Chicago, IL 60622. ncahigherlearningcommission.org
* Prior earned credit will be evaluated for transfer as part oTthe admission process.
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Register Now
to "Run for Fun,
Fitness
and Health"
Continued from page 1
the time," states Octavio Melendez, Coordinator of Aca-
demic Advisement. "However, last year I decided to stop
thinking about it and just do it. I used to run for fun in
the summer months, and also for health reasons, especially
after finding out -a couple of years ago- that my choles-
terol levels were somewhat higher than normal. However,
1 never kept track of time or mileage.
"I saw the 10K race as an excellent opportunity to de-
velop the discipline to run on a consistent basis. My only
goal was to be able to get to the finish line. However, I
was pleasantly surprised to learn that I had achieved first
place in the Faculty/Staff category with a timing mark of
49:45.7.
"Although I did not break any record, completing the
10K became a great source of satisfaction for me and my
family, and, yes, the cholesterol is under control. I would
really encourage everybody, faculty, staff, students and
family to join us this year. It is a great experience, and who
knows? You might be the next winner," urges Melendez.
Mary Rogan, BCC Labor Designee and Legal Counsel,
says, "The first race I ever ran was the Bronx 10K, five
years ago. I didn't think I could actually run that far but
was encouraged to participate by others at the College who
were running. I just loved it! Running on the Grand Con-
course is an incredible experience and hearing the cheers
from the spectators was really encouraging. I did finish
the run and felt so good after that I started running in more
races. Since then, I have completed five marathons and am
now a member of the New York Road Runners Club. The
Bronx 10 K is still my favorite run because it is where I got
my running start."





are open to the public.
During the spring 2006 semester, the
Student Government Association will
have regular meetings in the Roscoe
Brown Student Center (RBSC), room




During the spring 2006 semester, the
Inter-Organizational Council will have
regular meetings in the Roscoe Brown
Student Center (RBSC), room 308
from 12:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. on the
following date.
May 4,2006




Creating a Culture for Educational Success
Wednesday, April 26, 2006
John Jay College
Keynote Speaker
John Hope Franklin, Ph.D.
Author of Mirror to America, Presidential Medal of Freedom recipient, James B. Duke Professor
Emeritus of History at Duke University, and former Chair of the History Department at Brooklyn
College
The conference will also feature panel presentations on
Education
The Media
Economic & Social Challenges
Criminal Justice
For more information and to register please visit www.cuny.eduIbmi
after March 15, 2006.
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED
This conference is presented by The City University of New York, Office of Academic Affairs.
Students Save at
Login to www.cuny.edu
Go to CUNY email and choose Software Center.
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NYPIRG, Students Launch
'March Madness' Campaign
for Higher Education Funds
As the state budget conference commit-
tees met in Albany last week and the Nation-
al Collegiate Athletic Association basketball
tournament progressed nationally, students
working with the New York Public Interest
Research Group (NYPIRG) at Bronx Com-
munity College and City College engaged
in some "March Madness" of their own by
calling for a student-friendly state budget
for higher education. Dressed in jerseys and
caps representing teams both in and out of
the tournament, the students signed letters
to the Governor and shot baskets.
"College students were the underdogs
in Governor Pataki's Executive Budget,"
said Project Coordinator. "His budget set
students up to lose and the legislature is
helping us come out on top this year."
Since both houses of the legislature
increased funding for SUNY, CUNY and
community colleges in their budget reso-
lutions and rejected the governor's tuition
hikes and TAP cuts, the students acknowl-
edge that the budget process is looking
good so far. But they plan to keep up the
pressure on Governor Pataki.
"The legislature has stepped up for stu-
dents so far, but both the Senate and the As-
sembly have to play hard right up until the
final whistle," says Shalini Reiley, BCC stu-
dent. 'To keep New York competitive, they
should deliver a final budget to the governor
that increases state dollars to SUNY and
CUNY, rejects any type of tuition hike, and
strengthens the Tuition Assistance Program."
In their tetters students specifically
urged the Governor to support a final 2006-
07 budget that does the following:
• Holds the line on tuition at CUNY and
SUNY.
• Restores the governor's TAP cuts.
• Enhances TAP to include funding for
eligible part-time students at CUNY,
SUNY, and independent colleges.
• Allows students whose family income
changes to adjust their TAP grants in the
middle of the year
• Provides an additional $167 million
for SUNY and CUNY operating aid.
• Increases funding for the state's com-
munity colleges by $175 per FTE (full
time equivalent).
• Increases opportunity program fund-
ing by 10%.
• Increases funding for full-time faculty
at SUNY and CUNY.
• Increases funding for independent col-
leges through Bundy Aid (Direct Insti-
tutional Aid).
The New York Public Interest Research
Group (NYPIRG) is a not-for-profit, non-
partisan research and advocacy organiza-
tion established, directed and supported
by New York State college and university
students. NYPIRG's staff of lawyers, re-
searchers and organizers works with stu-
dents and other citizens, developing citi-
zenship skills and shaping public policy.
Environmental preservation, consumer
protection, fiscal responsibility, political
reform, and social justice are NYPIRG's
principal areas of concern. \
Your Scholarship Game Plan
Develop an Electronic File
with Generic Materials
By Edwin Roman
Last month we explored several strate-
gies to employ when mounting a scholar-
ship campaign. The most important rec-
ommendation was to develop an electronic
file with generic, reusable materials.
In other words, prepare several essays
that answer typical scholarship essay ques-
tions. By having these files/essays to draw
from, you can focus less on completing the
application requirements and more on cus-
tomizing and fine-tuning the materials you
have to submit.
Brainstorming is your first step. The
purpose of brainstorming is to obtain writ-
ten material for a scholarship essay "tem-
plate," a set of focused statements that can
be edited and revised in response to spe-
cific scholarship essay questions. In other
words, you can assemble a set of responses
to use as a starting-point when answering
specific essay questions. During the brain-
storming phase, you should be thinking
about your responses to typical scholar-
ship essay questions. Your goal is not only
to think about these questions, but also to
write down your thoughts. Listed below are
some possible brainstorming questions.
• What do you consider your most im-
portant accomplishments? Why? (Don't
concentrate on obvious ones, such as
grades or test scores; think about personal
challenges and successes—overcoming a
fear, developing a work ethic, or being re-
sponsible.)
• What attributes make you special.
• How did you develop these qualities?
• What are the main influences in your
life?
• What has failure taught you?
• What is your understanding of the
word "success"?
• What difficulties have you experi-
enced?
• How have these difficulties changed
your view of life?
• What is your "mission statement"?
• What do you do outside of class to
make the world or yourself better?
• What is your personal philosophy?
• What are your goals after college?
• What are your career dreams?
Writing a top scholarship essay takes
time. Students are encouraged to ask some-
one to look over all first drafts of scholar-
ship essays. However, students should
practice composing essays earlier than that
in order to refine their writing skills and
identify their personal goals.
Scholarship essays are just like essay ques-
tions assigned in class; students should read
the instructions and questions carefully to
make sure they understand what is required.
Reponses should be concise, complete, and
clear and if an essay strays from the point,
it will not be taken seriously. Action words
should be used to help the scholarship com-
mittee get a good, positive mental picture of
whom you are and where you are going in
life. Sincerity is a must, but keep in mind that
exaggeration will tend to turn off reviewers.
Remember that the Transfer Center of-
fers a workshop on scholarship essay writ-
ing and will soon have a podcast available
on the subject.
Mr. Roman is the Transfer and Articula-
tion Adviser with the Transfer Center who
contributes a monthly article on transfer-
related issues.
IN THE CUNY BA PROGRAM,
YOU'RE IN CHARGE OF YOUR EDUCATION.
We don't have majors.
You pick the courses you want for your concentration
with a faculty mentor to guide you.
We don't offer courses.
You take classes at any of the 17
CUNY colleges across the city.
Juan Montana; Naturalized jjtistemajogy, B.A., June 2005
You can join the CUNY BA Program after earning 15
credits with a 2.50 GPA and complete your Associate's
Degree while you work toward a B.A. or a B.S. Finish
your degree at your own pace, full time or part time.
You'll also be eligible to apply for several Program schol-
arships (international students may apply).
To find out more about our Program, cajl and sign up for
one of our upcoming Informational Sessions:
Apr 5 @ 5:30p • Apr 28 @ 12:30p • May 5 @ 12:30p




The Graduate Center, Suite 6412
365 Fifth Avenue @ 34" Street





An individualized 6A/6S program
for highly motivated students.
Visit WWW.CUNYBA.CUNY.EDU today to find out more.
OUR GENEROUS TRANSFER CREDIT POLICY
MAKES GOING TO MONROE
A VERY SMART MOVE.
I Mow that you've earned
your Associate Degree, apply
the credits you've earned
towards your Bachelor's
Degree at Monroe College.
Our flexible schedules and
accelerated programs make
it faster and more convenient.
A quality, private education with
personal instruction and support.
Receive credit for past college
courses, or earn credit for
life experience.
Day, evening, weekend and online
classes fit your busy life.
Accelerated programs can help you earn
your degree in as few as 16 months.
Scholarships available for















I Online-Business and Criminal Justice
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Accept Me for Who I Am
A Profile ofEdery Herrera
By Damon Evans
Have you ever been in the presence of a
person whose personal magnetism and per-
sonality are so positively strong they simply
light up a room upon entering? Have you
ever found yourself bent over in laughter at
the antics of a friend who diminishes all of
life's petty annoyances into a self-mocking
comedy in a moment's flash? Or, have you
ever had someone so unexpectedly awaken
you to a genuine appreciation for this gift
called life that you found yourself wonder-
ing just how you could possibly have been
asleep for so long? If not, then on April
26th at 12 noon march yourself over to the
location where The Writing Center Pres-
ents: The Student Autobiography of Ederey
Herrera. There you will find Mr. Hererra
holding court and demonstrating the above
qualities and characteristics that so rarely
come wrapped in one individual.
Mr. Herrera first gained renown on this
campus in the fall of '06 when he received
a perfect score on his ACT writing exam.
No easy feat for any of us who have expe-
rienced the rigors of the Remedial English
courses here at BCC. But, challenge is the
very motive that seems to inspire this young
man. At fifteen, upon arriving in this coun-
try from his native Dominican Republic,
Mr. Herrera did not speak a word of Eng-
lish. In addition, he had been diagnosed
upon birth as being legally blind, a reality
that for many of us is unimaginable.
However, upon first meeting Edery one
is not immediately conscious of his limita-
tion, a term that he prefers over the politi-
cally correct label "disabled." It is not until
one's attention is drawn into watching him
stumble over the same chair twice, or grad-
ually notice the more familiar patterns of
one observing a sudden lunge as he grabs
for an unseen body and/or person that you
who is living without sight.
Recently, this writer met with him in
Philosophy Hall to discuss his upcoming
appearance in the series of Student Auto-
biographies that is being presented by the
Writing Center.
Damon Evans:
How do you feel about your upcoming
appearance on the 26th of April?
Ederey Herrera:
I feel very confident about it. In fact, I feel
that it is going to be a great performance,
(laughter) Some of the things that I plan
to share with the students are how to cope
with vision. How I came through the pro-
cess of being visually impaired to almost
becoming completely blind. And to explain
some of the software programs that I use
to help me get through my school-work,
like the CCTV.
DE:
About how long does it take for you to do
your studies?
EH:
/ would say that a fair assessment would
be for every hour that a person with sight
needs to study, I need three.
DE:
What were some of the features that
attracted you to a school like Bronx Com-
munity College?
EH:
Well, I always wanted to go to college and
BCC has a great Disability Office. They
EDERY HERRERA
are becoming more informed of the visu-
ally impaired person day by day.
DE:
Has it been difficult in adjusting to this
campus because of your disability?
EH:
/ don't like to use the term disability
because it makes one sound as if they are
defected or damaged goods. 1 prefer to
use the word limited knowing that we all
have some challenge in life to overcome
and it may not be necessarily physical.
You know, sometimes we can be our worst
enemies if we surrender to the traditional
beliefs and expectations of others.
DE:
Who have been your mentors here at
Bronx Community College? Surely, some
of the English staff must have left their
impact.
EH:
Professor Martinez, first and foremost,
told me that I could achieve anything I
desired and was willing to work toward.
Professor Bill Washington also gave me
an excellent foundation in his English
instruction. Language makes a great
impact upon people. Personally, I try to
be as clear as I can in my speech and my
writing. My vocabulary, coupled with my
verbal skills, gives me the tools to be able
to write a decent term paper. Learning
standard English has given me a way so
that I may better communicate to others in
my community and hopefully contribute to
the society in which I am currently living.
DE:
It has often been said that people who live
with certain physical limitations don't take
so much for granted. Is that true?
EH:
I for one don't take too many things for
granted and, of course, I am more sensi-
tive and aware of my physical surround-
ings than perhaps the average person
with sight. I guess I really don't take for
granted those things that most people do.
I am really a people person and I trust
that once people get to know me they will
just accept me for who and what I am.
the future has landed.
Vaughn College announces its new bachelor of science degree in mechatronic engineering.
Mechatronic engineering is what happens when mechanical engineering meets electrical engineering and computer-aided design. Its application can be found in
products that feature an efficient use of energy through smart design, including robotics and even the Mars Rover.
Yet, despite the fact that companies in manufacturing, healthcare, aerospace, robotics and defense are desperate for engineers with a mechatronic background,
Vaughn College is the only place in New York state that offers a bachelor of science degree in mechatronic engineering.
With salaries for mechatronic engineers starting in the mid-$50s, the possibilities are endless.
College
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A recruiter greets a student at Career Day.
Students Explore Careers, Jobs,
Internships & Employment Trends
Enthusiastic students and employment
recruiters thronged the 2006 Bronx Com-
munity College Career Fair, held on the
Lower Level of Colston Hall on Thursday
March 9vh. Eager and well-prepared stu-
dents had the opportunity to meet with rep-
resentatives from more than 55 companies,
and scoped out job and internship possibil-
ities and had the chance to lean more about
careers related to their academic majors.
Prior to the Career Fair, the Career
Development Office hosted an Employer
Recognition Luncheon for recruiters and
the college's administration and faculty.
Employers received insights into the U. S.
Department of Labor's views of the labor
market and job trends from the luncheon's
keynote speaker, Mr. Martin Kohli, and
Economist from the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics (see sidebar story).
Five businesses — Walt Disney World,
the New York City Fire Department, Bea-
con of Hope-Catholic Charities, Center for
Family Support and the New York City
Police Department's Cadet Corps - were
also presented with awards by the College
to honor their long term commitments as
partners to assist and support BCC students
with jobs, internships and career informa-
tion. Next to graduation, the annual BCC
Career Fair draws the most people to a
campus event.
Melba Olmeda-Amaro, the Career De-
velopment Office Director, stated, "I com-
pare the excitement of the annual Career
Fair to the story of Cinderella. To witness
the transformation of our students into as-
piring professionals in search of finding
the right fit with one of our participating
employers is truly a magical experience."
Darius Minoras listened as New York
City firefighter representative Mike Crow-
ell described the changing work schedules
of firefighters and the opportunity to take
in new experiences every day being on call
to protect the lives and property of New
Yorkers. "I like this kind of job because it
appeals to my sense of adventure. I want
to help the community," explained Mino-
ras, a BCC freshman who graduated from
John F. Kennedy High School and said he
was interested in the NYC Fire Department
because family members had served in the
military and the NYC Police Department.
BCC student Shawn Bryant obtained
three positive responses from representa-
tives of three companies: Accent Energy
(an alternate energy supply company),
Washington Mutual Bank, and Primerica
Financial Services.
Racine P. Savery, a computer science
student, talked with Kim Wang, a rep for
CUNY's Institute for Software Design &
Development, about digital and computer
opportunities. The Institute screens student
candidates for computer and technical sup-
port jobs with different NYC agencies.
Natividad Ovalles canvassed the sev-
eral aisles of recruiters' tables, filled with
company representatives and displays. She
sought out representatives to ask questions
and gather advice that would help her map
out her career goals and development strat-
egies in the marketing field.
Tasha Vega, who was an intern at Walt
Disney's Orlando Disney World entertain-
ment center last semester, came to the Ca-
reer Fair to share her experiences and rec-
ommendations to interested students about
the prestigious internship program. Ms.
Vega, a liberal arts/education major, said
she was much more confident today about
her understanding of business because of
the experience acquired in sales working
at Walt Disney World. "Students who want
jobs are always going to need job experi-
ences on their resumes," she stated.
While she had taken off a semester from
for her 10-week internship, Ms. Vega ex-
plained that BCC/Walt Disney World in-
terns can keep up with their college course
assignments through distance learning
classes offered at by the college while they
are working on their internships in Florida.
Company representatives dispensed ad-
vice, information and literature about careers,
job opportunities, work responsibilities and
possible benefits to students. Students left
recruiters with positive impressions based on
respectful, informative conversations and re-
sumes. Just about all hoped for potential jobs
and internships in the future.
"I am impressed with the quality of
Bronx Community College students," said
Joy V. Jasper, Director of Personnel of the
Beacon of Hope House, which provides
behavioral health services. She has attend-
ed several BCC Career Fairs and has hired
many students from the college's Human
Services Department. "BCC students are
well prepared with resumes and questions.
This is important to company representa-
tives. We are taking a day out of our jobs
to be here to meet students. This time is
so much more productive when you find
students who come prepared," Ms. Jasper
stated.
Jay Greider, a representative of Accent
Energy, an energy wholesale service com-
pany remarked that he found that students
his company hired from Bronx Community
College were well prepared. "We look for
students who can take a complex concept
and deliver it in a simple manner to poten-
tial customers. BCC students have been
able to successfully market our 'Power
Your Way Plan' to customers." BCC stu-
dent hires convince many business people
to shift from purchasing their power from
Con Edison to buying energy more cheaply
with Accent Energy.
R. Curran Bradley, Senior Account
Manager at Winston Financial, the larg-
est voluntary insurance broker for New
York City benefits, said, "I am impressed.
I find BCC students that I have met today
are motivated. They have come with their
resumes and they want to graduate and get
started into business."
"The goal of the Career Fair is to give
as many students and company recruiters,
as possible, the opportunity to meet with
each other and discuss jobs and internship
opportunities and career possibilities,"
stressed Michael McShea, the Employ-
ment Specialist in the Career Development
Office who coordinates the event. Mr.
McShea continued, "We place a great deal
of effort in helping our students meet the
challenges for their careers and profession-
al lives, this is an important step on that
journey. Fortunately, we have had a good
reputation with recruiters of having very
qualified and prepared students for them
to meet. This is because we require stu-
dents to go through a series of workshops,
get their resumes in order and be profes-
sionally attired for the event." Mr. McShea
noted, "The students who attend truly take
ownership of their careers and are serious-
ly responsible for their professional lives.
And, it is wonderful to see them take pride
in meeting with recruiters and present such





U.S. Labor Department's Bureau of La-
bor Statistics Economist Mr. Martin Kohli,
addressed the trends in local labor mar-
kets and prospects of job growth to busi-
ness recruiters and BCC faculty and staff
gathered at the 2006 BCC Career Fair. Mr.
Kohli served as the keynote speaker for the
Employer Recognition Luncheon, which
kicked of the Career Fair.
Mr. Kohli highlighted the job growth in
Westchester, Rockland, and Putnam Coun-
ties. He said job development is twice the
rate as that for New York City over the past
10 years, partially due to the expansion of
residential housing construction. Building
growth in the suburbs has far outstripped
building in New York City. Also, Mr. Kohli
encouraged students to consider geography
and regional job growth to maximize their
job opportunities and potential placements
after college. "Many job seekers should
look into job possibilities in other cities,"
Mr. Kohli stated. "It's simply one of the
facts of economic life today."
Capital region is growing fast
Mr. Kohli pointed out that Washington,
D.C.-Arlington & Alexandria, Virginia,
metropolitan region was the top job growth
area in the country. The other best ranked
cities for job opportunities included:
Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, Florida
Atlanta-Sandy Springs & Marietta, Georgia
Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, Texas
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, California
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, California
Chicago-Napierville-Joliet, Illinois
Philadelphia-Camden & Wilmington, Delaware
New York-Northern New Jersey & Long Island
Boston-Cambridge & Quincy Massachusetts
On the negative side, Detroit-Warren &
Livonia, Michigan, metro area was cited as
the slowest job growing area in the country,
largely because of a downturn in the U.S.
car industry.
Mr. Kohli stated that community col-
lege students make more money in life than
those without college degrees. He strongly
urged students to consider jobs that require
more education and that tend to pay higher
salaries.
Higher education is key
Of the 20 fastest growing job fields in
the U.S., six require associate degrees and
nine others require a bachelor's degree or
higher. "There are clearly going to be some
high growth jobs that community college
graduates will qualify for, but there are
more high growth jobs that require bache-
lor's degrees or higher."
Job growth opportunities areas for com-
munity college students over the next 10
years, Mr. Kohli pointed out, include nurs-
es and childcare assistants, physical thera-
pist assistants, dental hygienists, veterinary
technologists, forensic scientist techni-
cians, diagnostic medical technicians and
occupational therapist assistants.
"The country is getting older. As people
need more healthcare, they will need to go
to clinics for more services like Computed
Tomography Imaging, or CAT scans and
Magnetic Resonance Image Scans (MRIS),
and Physical Therapy," explained Mr. Kohli.
"Medicare has been driving the expansion
of the healthcare system as the population
has aged. Nursing homes will be looking to
hire employees to keep up with this chang-
ing health needs trend as the population ages
over the next 10 years," said Mr. Kohli.
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Some Suggestions to Manage Time Effectively
By Lymari Benitez, Writing Fellow
Have you ever felt that it is impossible to
keep a balance between work, school, and
your social life? I know I have, and to be
honest it is not a good feeling. When I was
not able to manage my time effectively, no
matter how hard I worked, I could not ac-
complish anything. Missing important ap-
pointments, and feeling always in a constant
rush were part of my daily life. I was always
stressed and not in control of my life, just re-
acting to what was happening around me. To
make things worse, the quality of my work
was affected and my teachers and friends
were always complaining about my lateness.
It was not until 1 started thinking about how
I was spending my time that I realized that
more time was not the answer to my problem,
but learning how to manage it effectively.
Time management is a skill that involves
understanding how time is used, and learn-
ing how to prioritize activities depending on
personal values and goals. Usually, people
tend to think about work, school and social
life as different worlds that collide or are in
opposition, making time management chal-
lenging. However, managing time effec-
tively requires an acknowledgement of these
worlds as part of who we are, and that we try
to keep a balance between our professional
goals, personal interests and family values
to find inner peace and happiness.
To start managing your time effectively,
first you need to ASSESS how your time
is spent, and then take ACTION by imple-
menting some time management strategies
that will facilitate an integration of school.
First, identify what are your goals and
the things that are important to you,
taking into consideration your career,
family values and personal interests. For
example, getting a good grade in biology,
or spending more time with your children
could be things that are important to you.
work and social lives.
Time Assessment
First, identify what are your goals and
the things that are important to you, taking
into consideration your career, family val-
ues and personal interests. For example,
getting a good grade in biology, or spend-
ing more time with your children could
be things that are important to you. After
identifying your goals, keep track — at
least for a week — of your activities and
how much time are you currently spend-
ing on them. Are these activities related to
your values or goals? If not, why are you
spending time doing that? Are you spend-
ing time doing the things that are important
to you? Asking these questions will help
you identify "time wasters" or activities
that are not related to your goals, but are
taking a considerable amount of time.
Time Management Strategies
An important aspect in time manage-
ment is learning how to prioritize activities.
The following are some easy to implement
time management strategies that will help
you identify those activities that are impor-
tant in the context of your life. Remember
that you should select a time management
strategy that fits your personality. Some
people prefer to do daily lists every morn-
ing, others prefer to plan ahead an entire
month. Regardless of your preference, a
time management strategy is effective if
you feel in control of your time and life
when applying it.
1) Daily schedules: this includes agen-
das, poster boards, index cards, time tables,
or to do lists, among others. Developing
a daily schedule will help you learn how
to prioritize your activities and will prevent
over-scheduling or double booking. In ad-
dition, it facilitates blocking time for activ-
ities such as studying, reading or spending
time with your children.
2) Learn to say NO: Sometimes it is
difficult to say NO to a good friend or a
family member when they invite you to see
a movie during time blocked for studying.
In these kind of situations, ask yourself
what is most important to you in order to
accomplish your goals.
3) Set personal deadlines: Use deadlines
to organize your activities. For example, if
a research paper is due at the end of the
semester, break it down and set deadlines
for each of the parts.
4) Combine several activities: In some
cases you can combine activities to im-
prove how time is used. For example, if
your subway commute to school takes an
hour, plan to do schoolwork during this
time or meet with classmates during lunch-
time to talk about the oral presentation.
5) Do a little everyday: If you sched-
ule time to do a little of an activity each
day, like studying, you will avoid feeling
stressed when a deadline is approaching.
Time is a valuable treasure, and learning
how to use it effectively can give you a pro-
fessional advantage, as well as the opportu-
nity to be a happier person. Be consistent
when using any time management strategy






Write for The Communicator
Express yourself to the college community
Gain valuable professional experience
Enhance your resume
Become part of a team
To register for the course, you must receive permission
from Professor Andrew Rowan (Colston 612,718.289.5314)
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• Over 25 areas of study at the School of Arts & Sciences
• Bachelors of Science Degree in Nursing
• Laptops provided to all incoming students
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Bring your transcript and meet with our
transfer counselor for an on the spot credit evaluation.
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"Not a powerhouse artist, but a Pyawakit!"
By Arnold Callwood
As a student studying art, and taking
graphic design-focused courses, I've been
researching the various career options that
would be open to me upon developing a
more professional skill level. As part of
this exploration, I've been a member of
DeviantArt and I make a habit of asking
more developed artists questions about
their work. I managed to catch Ashleigh
Firth, otherwise known as Py, or Pyawakit
online, sometime after the rush to deal
with finals and the scramble of the Christ-
mas holidays for a bit of an interview. She
somehow managed to fit in time in her own
busy schedule as a woman in the fast paced
animation field to be interviewed for our
school's little newspaper, The Communica-
tor.
Arnold Callwood:
Please introduce yourself, and tell folks
where you're from.
Ashleigh Firth:
Hey, I'm Ashleigh Firth, but you can call
me Py. I actually was born and raised in
Northern California in a small town called
Lakeport.
AC:
Last I knew you were a recently graduated
animation student. How long have you
been involved in animation?
AF:
Actually I graduated from Collins College
when I was 19, long before I hit Devian-
tArt.com. I've been working in animation
for only a few months now, but I've been
in love with is since I could hold a crayon.
AC:
You graduated from Collins College ? I'm
sure I'm not the first to mention this, but
I've never heard of them. Can you tell the
readers anything about them and your ex-
periences with the program you received
your degree through?
AF:
Ah yes, Well Collins College is located
in Tempe, Arizona. It's a design and tech
school, where you have to put 200% of
yourself to actually gather everything you
can. Classes are only 5 weeks long, 4 days
of the week, at 5 hours a day. So, yeah, it's
a lot of work to do in a short time period.
AC:
Sounds like a very demanding course
structure. Did you have any previous'col-
lege level art instruction before attending
Collins College ?
AF:
Nope. I started Collins when I was only
17 so I didn't have time to.
AC: Out of curiosity, did you receive any
awards or scholarships as an animation
student either during college or before?
AF: Yeah I sure did, I received the Jamie
Farris Artist of the Year Scholarships. It
was truly an honor.
AC:
How important was the search for scholar-
ships for you when you were attending
college?
AF:
I think it's really important, because every
artist can tell you that art school isn't
cheep.
AC:
What were the things you learned at Col-
lins College?
AF:
Wow, there were so many things. From
the 12 principles of animation, 2D anima-
tion, 3D animation, modeling, compost-
ing, flash, web design, and color theory.
Just the stuff you need to get started in
animation.
AC: How well do you feel your education
prepare you for the professional world of
animation?
AF:
Very well, it's one of the schools where
you have to put 200% of your self to
become anything out of it, so I tried to do
that and it got me pretty ready I'd say.
AC:
Was there any remarkable development in
your work, skill, or speed after graduat-
ing?
AF:
Yeah, but moreso in the last year, I finally
found something that comes natural to
me. Things are beginning to click easier it
seems.
AC:
When you were in college, what were
some of the obstacles you encountered
when studying to become an animator?
AF:
Well, of course, they are many; one I was
really young. I started when I was only
17 so it was a lot of stress for someone
so young. The other is being a female in
a male-dominated field. I was told many
times I have the talent, but because I was a
"cute little girl" that I would have trouble
being taken seriously. Sadly, they were
right.
AC:
I read mixed stories of families being sup-
portive, passive, or non-supportive of fam-
ily members going into visual arts based
professions, was that the case within your
own family?
AF:
Well, I've got to say I'm blessed with an
amazing family. Even when things do get
rough there for me, they stick by my side
100%.
AC:
Do you have any younger siblings or
family members that have taken steps to
follow in the bigger sisters footsteps?
AF:
Nope, I do have an older sister that's an
amazing writer, so one day you'll more
than likely see something from her and I.
"I started when I was only
17 so it was a lot of stress
for someone so young.
[As] a female in a male-
dominated field. I was told
many times I have the
talent, but because I was
a "cute little girl" that I
would have trouble being
taken seriously. Sadly, they
were right."
First off, don't ever
get discouraged
and be positive! Only
you can make your
dreams happen and
if you're always looking
on the negative side
of things you're just
shooting your self in
the foot. OH and gosh
draw from life!
AC:
Are either of your parents involved in the
arts in anyway?
AF:
Nope, my dad likes to mess with things
though. He plays with 3d programs and
PaintShop Pro. He comes up with some
awesome stuff.
AC:
Who or what were the reasons that you
decided to get into animation?
AF: For as long as I could remember I've
wanted to be an animator. Animation is
my passion. The ability to control the il-
lusion of life is really humbling.
AC:
Some people are able to retell of some
pivotal moment, or some experience
where they decided to pursue the career
they're in, do you have a similar story be-
hind your love for animation? Something
that reached out to you in such a way that
made you feel no doubt that you were go-
ing to become an animator?
AF:
Oh yeah, I remember the exact second.
I was about 3 or 4, when I went to see
Disney's The Little Mermaid. The scene
where Ariel is in her cavern singing "Part
of Your World" where she looks up at the
camera, the hair is twirling around her,
well yeah I got this ache in my chest and
got teary eyed and I knew right then that I
had to one day make something like that. I
needed to be an animator. As I grew older
it obviously just got more intense. I would
do research on animation history and
nothing interested me more than things
about animation.
AC:
I see that animation is a very male-domi-
nated career field, but I'm sure there are
other female animators you've come
across. Have you ladies had the time to
share stories and experiences to find some
commonality with each other?
AF:
I've talked to a few, and a lot of them have
had similar experiences. I think that kind
of goes for any woman in male-dominated
fields, but I feel that this generation's art-
ists are totally going change that.
AC:
What other killer female artists have you
seen that you'd suggest people look in on?
AF:
Wow, there are tons, let's see some of my
favorites from DeviantArt are StabStab-
Stab, Shortfury, Yamiza, Blueraptor77,
Goblinqueen, Animatrixie, Ayanimeya.
Please everyone check their work out.
AC:
Would the problems be different if you
weren't "a cute little girl?"
AF: Honestly, I don't think I would have
as many problems, I mean I still get even
on DA "WOW YOU'RE A GIRL AND
YOU DRAW GOOD?" as have many
other killer female artists.
AC:
What jobs have you held so far that you
feel allowed you to develop yourself as a
young professional artist/animator?
AF:
I currently do work for Project 450 Stu-
dios. The guy I work for, Steve Valdez,
has opened so many doors for me. I think
not only has my skill has improved my
confidence in myself has grown. So I'm
very thankful to him and any opportunities
that may come my way.
AC:
I know very little myself about Project
450 Studios other then a few of the things
I've seen over the last few years on online
forums. What's your role with them, how
long have you been involved, and what's
it like in comparison to previous studios
you've worked for?
AF:
Well, the other art jobs I have were like
graphic design so there's that difference
for one, but yeah Project 450 is one of
those studios that's still small so everyone
does a little of everything. It's a great
experience for someone just starting in
the industry. We've done work for Spike
TV, NFL, FedEx, and even worked on an
independent film called Beach Party on
the Threshold of Hell. LOL, as you can
see, we're an open little studio.
AC:
What advice do you have right now for the
other young artists coming up the ladders
right now?
AF:
First off, don't ever get discouraged and
be positive! Only you can make your
dreams happen and if you're always look-
ing on the negative side of things you're
just shooting your self in the foot. OH,
and gosh, draw from life!
AC:
Any words of wisdom you'd give to the
young ladies specifically?
AF:
Same advice, keep positive and keep
drawing.
AC:
I just wanted to drop you a big thank you
for your time with the interview. I'm still
putting everything together, but it's look-
ing pretty good so far. As of yet, I don't
know what the publishing deadlines are
for the paper on my campus, but as soon
as I find out I'll be sure to let you know
when this interview hits the stands. If
you've got any input on how the interview
went I'd really appreciate it. By the way,
anyone you think I* should interview next?
AF:
The interview was fantastic; I had a blast
with it man, and honestly totally an honor.
You should check out Stephen Hetrick.
He's a great artist who's also up and com-
ing. Oh and my fiancee. Once again, thank
you so much the time and picking me for
the interview. Take care!
